90. A LEGACY SO RICH

After 300 years of a robust past, the city of San Antonio is celebrating its Tricentennial that will inspire the next 300 years. Here, we take a look at the glorious past, present and future of this dynamic city.

By John Bloodsworth, Lance Avery Morgan and Jonathan Spindel
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Congratulations to San Antonio and its Tricentennial milestone. The city has been Frost Bank’s home for 150 years, and we are proud to be able to serve the great community where we live.

Visit us at frostbank.com or call (800) 51-FROST.
24. CONTRIBUTE
It takes a village to create this magazine and our digital media platform, TheSocietyDiaries.com. Here’s a look at some of the many talented dynamos who make it happen as we dive into summer.

28. EDIT
Editor-in-Chief and Creative Director Lance Avery Morgan is ready for summer and here’s how he sees it unfolding.

30. CURATE
Looking for more culture as summer warms up? Take a look here at some of our state’s finest museums in the country, according to our active arts arbiter Jonathan Spindel.

34. BEHAVE
Of course our Ms. Modern Manners Sharon Schweitzer, JD has all the answers to summer’s etiquette questions. Warm weather just got a bit cooler and calmer.

36. INDULGE
Panels? Why, yes, we’d love to dive into them. These soft shades look chic on everyone, according to our style maven and ThesToriBook.com founder Tori Johnson. She chooses the top looks of the spring to inspire you.

38. BEAUTIFY
Want to be a bronze goddess? Our beauty insider Ana Bribiesca shows how by choosing the tempting coppery looks of summer.

40. RAISE
When it comes to creating more self-empowerment, we love what our dynamic parenting and relationship expert, Dr. Miranda Fernande Walichowski has to offer.

42. READ
The top books of the summer might just be the most sophisticated yet. Here, we recommend a few for your coffee table and bookshelves.

44. ENTERTAIN

46. RECALL
Before there was the concept of hipster Austin, there was the Terrace Motor Hotel, where the cool went to be cool. Join Lori Duran as she reveals the past of this popular hotspot.

48. QUEST
We’ve collaborated with Rob Giardinelli and ModXMan.com to learn about some of the hot new men’s trends this season that matter.

52. DISCOVER
Our editorial style setters Lance Avery Morgan (Austin), Cynthia Smoot (Dallas), Jennifer Roosth (Houston), and Eleanora Leeper Morrison (San Antonio) are always on the scene with their favorite new finds across the state.

58. PROMOTE
A crisp look at the new events, people, places, and things that are happening across the state this month.

A FEW OF OUR FAVORITE THINGS
DISCOVER THE SPRING COLLECTIONS

JUST ADD
Neiman Marcus
SAN ANTONIO AUSTIN NEIMANMARCUS.COM
THE SOCIETY DIARIES.COM

THE VERY BEST EVENTS ACROSS TEXAS & BEYOND

INVITE
70. HOUSTON
Carolyn Farb’s birthday event

SPECTATE
72. AUSTIN
The University of Texas Blanton Museum gala

ENTRANCE
74. SAN ANTONIO
The Assembly Ball event

76. DALLAS
The Aging Mind Foundation gala

78. HOUSTON
The Houston Ballet ball

80. SAN ANTONIO
The Doseum event

82. AUSTIN
The Bob Bullock State History Museum gala

84. DALLAS
The UNICEF gala

86. HOUSTON
The Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation gala

88. SAN ANTONIO
The San Antonio Humane Society event

ARRIVAL
132. DALLAS
The Symphony of Chefs event

134. SAN ANTONIO
The Food Bank of San Antonio event

136. AUSTIN
The Wonders & Worries gala

140. SAN ANTONIO
The Keystone School event

ARRANGE
144.
Laura Villagran-Johnson and Kevin Smothers of AustinSocialPlanner.com recommend the very best across the state for you to support.
UNMASKED GIVING
Wonders & Worries Unmasked Gala Breaks Fundraising Record

By Rob Giardinelli | Photography by Chrissy Kennedy and Ben Porter

ARRIVAL: AUSTIN

THE VIBE:
The masquerade-chic crowd began the evening with a cocktail hour in the foyer outside the JW Marriott Ballroom where old friends were reacquainted and new friendships formed. This included larger-than-life sized peacocks designed by Flower Girl as well as aerialists dressed in peacock colors performing on silks suspended from the ceiling. Partygoers then made their way to the grand ballroom where peacock themed decor perfectly kept with the feathery spirit of the Venetian masks worn by the revelers. Emcee Rob Barbers kept the evening lively as guests dined on a multi-course dinner during the evening’s program, which included several heartwarming testimonials. The festivities continued with a live auction that featured a Bernadoodle puppy and a private backyard concert by musician Drew Womak. After the live auction, the party continued well into the night as guests danced the night away to the tunes of DJ Gatsby, while those with a sweet tooth sampled donuts.

THE SCENE:
Austin’s JW Marriott Hotel was the scene for an evening of fun, intrigue and most importantly, raising record funds for a very worthy cause. The sold-out crowd of 500 attendees donned their finest Venetian and Mardi Gras-style masks for the fourth annual Wonders & Worries Unmasked gala.

THE CAUSE:
The event, chaired by Dr. Brandon and Kelly Hyde, raised a record $540,000 for Wonders & Worries, which provides mental health and emotional support to children and teenagers with parents who have serious illnesses.
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